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Introduction. Let Pn(c) denote the complex projective rc-space en-
dowed with the Kahlerian metric of constant holomorphic sectional curvature
£>0. We consider an w-dimensional complete totally real submanifold M of
Pn(c) with parallel second fundamental form σ. The first named author [6]
reduced the classification of such submanifolds to that of certain cubic forms
of w-variables, and he classified completely those without Euclidean factor
among such submanifolds. (Note that such a submanifold is always locally
symmetric.)

In this note we shall give another way of the classification of these sub-
manifolds. Let DdCn+1 be a symmetric bounded domain of tube type re-
alized by the Harish-Chandra imbedding. We imbed the Shilov boundary

ifa of D into the hypersphere S2n+1(c/4 ) of the radius 2/>/~£~ with respect to a sui-
table hermitian inner product of Cn+1. Let MdPn(c) be the image of ΛΛΓ under
the Hopf fibering π: S2n+1(£/4)-»Pn(c). Then M is an w-dimensional complete
totally real submanifold with parallel second fundamental form (Theorem
2.1), and conversely such a submanifold is obtained in this way (Theorem

3.1). The crucial point in the argument is that M cPn(c) has the parallel se-
cond fundamental form if and only if M— π~\M)^S2n+l(cl4) has the parallel
second fundamental form (Lemma 1.1). Thus we may use the classification
(Ferus [3], Takeuchi [10]) of submanifolds in spheres with parallel second
fundamental form.

As an application, we give a characterization of an ^-dimensional compact
totally real minimal submanifold M of Pn(c) with \\σ\\2=n(n+l)cl4(2n— 1).
(Recall that \\σ\\2<n(n+l)φ(2n-l) implies σ=Q. cf. Chen-Ogiue [1].) Such

a submanifold M is unique and nothing but the flat isotropic surface Ml<Σ.P2(c)
with parallel second fundamental form constructed in Naitoh [5] (Theorem
4.5).

1. Hopf fiberings

Let Rn+l be the real Cartesian (n+l)-space with the standard inner pro-

*) Partially supported by the Yukawa Foundation.
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duct < , >. For a constant k>0, we denote by S"(k) the hypersphere of Rn+1

with the radius \\\Πk endowed with the Riemannian metric g induced from

< , > .
Now we fix a positive integer m and a constant c>0, and denote by Pm(c) the

complex protective /rc-space Pm(C) endowed with the Kahlerian metric g of

constant holomorphic sectional curvature c. We regard the complex Cartesian

(w+l)-space Cm+l as a Euclidean (2w+2)-space by the inner product: <*,w>

=βetzW for *,weC""+1. Then the Hopf fibering π: S2m+l(cl$)-+Pm(c) defined

by π(z)=[z], [z] being the point of Pm(C) with the homogeneous coordinate

z, is a Riemannian submersion in the sense of O'Neill [7]. The complex

structure tensors on Cm+l and Pm(C) are denoted by J. We write S=S2m+1(cl4).
Define a unit normal vector field v for the imbedding S^>Cm+l by vq~(\/~c β)q

for #eS, and put Vq—R(Jvq) and

Hq = {*eC"»+1; O,?> = <*,/„,> = 0}

for ?eS. Then the subbundles V(S)=\}qξΞSVq and fir(5)=Uί6sfif of the
tangent bundle TS of S are the vertical and the horizontal distributions for
the Riemannian submersion π, respectively, and thus we have an orthogonal

Whitney sum: TS=V(S)ξ$H(S). The complex structure / on Cm+1 leaves

each Hq invariant and Jq \ Hq corresponds to J«(q) on Pm(C) under the linear
isometry π*: Hq^>T*(q)Pm(c). For a vector field X on S, its F(S)-component
and /ί(S)-component will be denoted by VX and <ΛX, respectively. If VX~

X (resp. ΛX=X)y X is said to be vertical (resp. horizontal). If X is horizontal

and projectable to a vector field X* on Pm(C), it is called the horizontal lift of

X* and denoted by JSΓ= .̂/. X%. The Riemannian connections of S and Pw(^)

are denoted by Vs and V, respectively. Let A and Γ be the fundamental

tensors for the Riemannian submersion π defined in O'Neill [7]. Then we

have T=0t since each fibre of the Hopf fibering π is totally geodesic in S.

For such a Riemannian submersion we have the following identities:

(1.1)

(1.2)

(1.3)

for horizontal vector fields X, Y and a vertical vector field V on S. If further
X=AJ. X# and y=Λ./. y#> then we have

(1.4)

(1.5)

The fundamental tensor A for our Hopf fibering π is given by
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(1.6) AX(JV)

(1.7) AxY=

for horizontal vector fields X,Y on S. For these identities (1.1)̂ (1.7), we
refer the reader to O'Neill [7].

Now let /: (M,g) -*Pm(c) be an isometric immersion of a Riemannian mani-
fold (M,g) into Pm(c). The complex structure and the connection on the pull
back f~lT(Pm(C)) induced from/ and V are also denoted by / and V Let ΛΪ
be the total space of the pull back f~lS of the principal [/(l)-bundle π: S-*
Pm(C). The t/(l)-bundle map/: M-» S which covers / is also an immersion, and
so we may define a Riemannian metric g on M in such a way that /: (M,g)-*S is
an isometric immersion. Then the projection π : (M, g) -*• (M,g) is also a Rieman-
nian submersion with T=0. Note that we have an orthogonal Whitney sum:
f-1(TS)=f-1V(S)φf~Ή(S). The connection on f~\TS) induced from V5 on
TS and the complex structure on /~lff(S) induced from / on H(S) are also
denoted by V s and /, respectively. We define V(lίl)=f~lV(S), which is the
vertical distribution for the Riemannian submersion π: (M,g)-*(M,g). Then
the section ]v of V(S) induces a section of V(M), which will be also denoted
by Jv. Furthermore, regarding TM as a subbundle of f~\TS), we define
H($)=T$r[/~1H(S), which is the horizontal distribution for π. Thus we
have an orthogonal Whitney sum: Tl&=V(]£ϊ)@H(]£ί). The second fun-
damental forms of/: (M,g)-*Pm(c) and /: (]ύl,g)-*S will be denoted by σ and
£, respectively.

The isometric immersion /: (M,g)-*-Pm(c) is said to be totally real if
<J(TPM), TpMy= {0} for each p^M. This is the case if and only if

(1.8)

for each q^M, where Hq(M) denotes the fibre of H(M) over q.

Lemma 1.1. Let f:(M,g)-*Pm(c) be a totally real isometric immersion
and /: (M,g)-* S the isometric immersion induced from f in the above way. Then

1) / is minimal if and only iff is minimal \
2) (M,g) is complete if and only if (Myg) is complete;
3) f(M) is not contained in any complex hyperplane of Pm(C) if and only

is not contained in any real hyperplane of Cm+l\
4) Both V(M) and H(M) are parallel stώbundles of TM, i.e., they are in-

variant under the parallel translation of ($,g) along any curve of Λf;
5) Assume that the linear span Np(M) of σ( TpM, TPM) is contained in J( TpM)

for each p^M. Then, σ is parallel if and only if & is parallel.

Proof. We shall prove first the following: Let V and V denote the Rieman-

nian connections of (M,g) and ($f,g), respectively. Let X,Ύ be vector fields on
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ΛdΓ which are horizontal lifts of vector fields Xχ9Y% on M, respectively. Then

(1.9) VXY = U.VX.Y*;

(1.10)

(1.11)

(1.12)

(1.13) V/v*=0;

(1.14) $,vO) = 0;

(1.15) *(>,» = 0.

We have

by (1.3)

/2X*jy» by (1.7)

Λy* by (1.8), (1.5) .

This implies (1.9), (1.10). We have

VlO) = 4,0)4-̂ 10) by (1.2)

= (VTI2)JX+ Wf (» by (1.6).

This together with (1.8) implies (1.11), (1.12). We have

VS»X = ΛVJ.X = Ax(Jv) by (1.1), (1.4) .

Thus, by (1.6) we obtain

(1.16)

This together with (1.8) implies (1.13). The equalities (1.14), (1.15) follow
from V^v(»=0.

1) Let ΎI and ή denote the mean curvature vectors of / and /, respec-

tively. Let dim M=n and so dim M=w+l. For an arbitrary q^M, choose
an orthonormal basis {xί9 ••*,#„} of Hq(M) and put Xi*=π%xi9 l^i^n. Extend
each jcίsu to a vector field X^ on M and let X^ά.J.Xix. Then, by (1.10),
(1.15) we have

= Σ. -ΐ

This implies the assertion 1).
2) This follows from the compactness of the fibre £7(1) of π.
3) Assume that /(Λ^Γ) is contained in a real hyperplane of Cm+1. Then
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there exist a^Cm+1— {0} and k^R and that </(Λ4Γ), #>={&}. Take a point
<?eΛ2Γ and let i(f(q))a=re^^ so that k=rcosφ. For each £=y

y we have

= r cos(φ+(9) .

We have therefore r = 0, and hence </(Λ2f"),α>== {0}. Now for each
we have </(^),αε>-</(^)6,β>=</(M£),Λ>-{0}. Thus /(M) is contained
in the complex hyperplane {[z]&Pm(C) 9 '*0=0} of Pm(C). If conversely /(M)
is contained in a complex hyperplane {[#]ePw(C); ^Λ=0}, a^Cm+1— {0}, then

/(ΛdΓ) is contained in the real hyperplane {*eC*+1; <#,β>=0} of Cm+1.
4) Equalities (1.11), (1.14) and (1.9), (1.13) imply that V(1U) and H(]ti)

are invariant, respectively, under the covariant differentiation by any vector
field on M. Thus the assertion 4) follows.

5) Let V"1" and V^ be the normal connections on the normal bundles NM
and N$, respectively, and let V* and V* be the coveriant derivations on T*M®
Γ*M®ΛΓM and Γ*^®^*^®^ ,̂ respectively, where Γ*M and T*Λ2Γ denote
the cotangent bundles. Let X,ΎyZ be the horizontal lifts of vector fields X^
Y^Z^ on M, respectively. Then

(a) (V**) (Jv, Jv, » = ^tvθ-O, »-2^(V/v(J^, »

= 0 by (1.15), (1.14).

(b) $**) (X, Jv, Jv) = ^(Jv,Jv)-2t$x(Jv)Jv )

= -2&(Wsx(Jv),JV) by (1.15), (1.11)

= 0 by (1.15).

(Φ**)O, X,Y)= ΪWX.YΪ-fitfjvXW-^XjjvY)

= V^d (X,Y) by (1.13) .

Here b(X,Y)=U.σ(X*,Y*) by (1.10). Therefore we have

since (1.16) holds also for the horizontal lift X of a vector field X% on Pm(C).
Now the assumption Nl

p(M)dJ(Tp(M)} implies that Jσ(X4t9Y^ί) is tangent to
M, and hence V&(X,Y) is tangent to H(M). Thus V^fr(X,Y) = Q, and

hence

(c)

Moreover, by (1.9) ,(1.10) we have
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Here d (Y,Z)=6J.σ(Y*,Z*) by (1.10), and thus
by (1.5). Therefore ^(Y Z^J.Vx^Y^Z*). Thus we obtain

(d) (

Now (a), (b), (c), (d) imply the assertion 5), since V*£ is symmetric trilinear
in virtue of the Codazzi equation. q.e.d.

2. Shilov boundaries of symmetric bounded domains of tube type

We fix a positive integer n and a constant c>0. Let us consider an ob-

ject b=(A, •••,#,;*!, ••',£,), *^1> where
(i) Di9 l^i^Sy is an irreducible symmetric bounded domain of tube

type, and Σ, dimc !),=#+ 1
(ii) ch lίίi^s, is a positive constant, and Σ, l/cf =l/c.

We shall associate to such an object b a totally real isometric imbedding /:
(M,g)->Pm(c) of an ^-dimensional complete connected Riemannian manifold
(M,g) with parallel second fundamental form.

Let D=D1x χDs be the direct product of the D/s, l^i^s. It is also
a symmetric bounded domain of tube type. Note that dimc D=n-\-l in virtue
of (i). The identity component G of the group of holomorphisms of D is semi-
simple and with the trivial center. Therefore it is identified with the group of
inner automorphisms of 8= Lie G, the Lie algebra of G, and hence it is also
identified with a closed subgroup of the group Gc of inner automorphisms of
the complexification gc of g. Fix a point o&D and put

K = {φeG; φo = 0} , ϊ = Lie K .

Then the subspace

of g, where B denotes the Killing form of gc, is invariant under the adjoint
action of K, and it is identified with the tangent space T0D of D at 0. Let H
be the unique element of the center of I such that adH\$ coincides with the
complex structure / of D on p=T0D. Then the complexification pc of t> is
decomposed to the direct sum: pc— pJ+Pc °f -^-invariant subspaces ££ defined
by

Note that the linear map t: *>->*>£ defined by *(J5Q=(l/2) (JC— \/^ϊ [#,-¥]) is
a ίΓ-equivariant C-linear isomorphism of (t>,/) onto ί>J. Denoting by T
the complex conjugation of gc with respect to the compact real form Qu=

ϊ-f-\/— 1 ϊ>, we define a JC-invariant hermitian inner product ( , )τ on p£ by
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(X,Y)τ= — B(X,τY) for X,Y <=.$$. We define then a ^-invariant inner pro-
duct < , > on p£, regarded as a real vector space, by (X,Yy=2βe(X}Y)r for
X,Y<=$ΐ;. Then we haveThen we have

(2.1) <tX,ιY> = B(X,Y) for

Let c^Gu9 Gu being the connected subgroup of Gc generated by Qu, denote
the standard Cayley transform for D(cf. Takeuchi [9]), and define an involutive
automorphism θ of Gc by Θ(x)=c2xc~2 for x^Gc. The differential Adc2 of
θ will be also denoted by θ. Then we have 0τ=τ0, 0Ϊ=1 and ΘH=—H. We

may define an anti-linear endomorphism -X"-»-ΣΌf p£ by X=rθXy so that

is a real form of p£. Let now F:D<^>)pc be the Harish-Chandra imbedding

for Z), and ScQΰc^ the Shilov boundary of D. The groups G,K or g, ϊ,

t>, pe etc are the direct products or the direct sums of respective objects for Diy

l^i^ί, which will be denoted by the same notation but with the suffix i.

Then F is the product imbedding FλX " χFs of Harish-Chandra imbeddings

FiiDi^tfc for D, , and S is the direct product S1X--xSs of Shilov boun-

daries SiddDid.fy'ic of D, . The group K acts transitively on 5 and S is a

compact connected manifold with dim 5=dimc D=n-\-l. Let X°t^Si be the

standard base point of S, (cf. Takeuchi [9]). Then

(2,2) eigenvalues of ad(tT\\/—\ X*})) on gf. are 0,2,— 2.

Put X°=X^ ----- h^s°eS and

Then (K,K0) is a symmetric pair with respect to θ and 5 is identified with the

quotient manifold KjK0. If we set

and ψ(X)=[X,\/—l X°] for JY"e§, then ψ defines a linear isomorphism of

onto t>+. In particular, we have

(2.3) [§,V-

For these properties of symmetric bounded domains of tube type, we refer the

reader to Korέnyi-Wolf [4], Takeuchi [9].

Now let dimc Z>, =w, +l and put ai=ll^/2ci(ni+l), l^i^s. We define

an (n+l)-dimensional compact connected submanifold Mof ϊ>c by

and endow it with the Riemannian metric g induced from < , >. We write
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tfc, l^i^s. If we put E^v^M^P/c and E=E^ ----- h
E"set>£, then £*, belongs to M^ since each Z)t is a circular domain in t>fc, and
hence E belongs to J& Thus we have Aίi=KiEi and lίl=KE. Note that
we have also

(2.4) *Γ0=

and hence Λ2Γis identified with K/K0. Moreover, (2.1), (2.2) imply

and hence <J£|.,£ί>=4/£f , thus <£,£>= Σf<£l

f.,£f.>=Σl 4/ί:ί=4/ί: in virtue of (ii).
Therefore, identifying p?c with CM*+1 by an orthonormal basis of J>*c with respect
to 2( , )τ, and thus identifying p£ with Cn+1, we have

and

Furthermore, the property (2.2) implies that each inclusion Λ^ c-> S2M/+1(£,./4) is
a standard minimal isometric imbedding of an irreducible symmetric Λ-space
Λ^ in the sense of Takeuchi [10]. Thus, by Takeuchi [10] the inclusion /:
($,g)-*S2n+1(cl4) is an isometric imbedding with parallel second fundamental
form such that f(M) is not contained in any real hyperplane of Cn+1. Here the
identity component /0(ΛdΓ) of the group of isometrics of ($,g) may be identified
with K. Moreover, / is minimal if and only if

(2.5) cfat+l) = c(n+l) for each t, l^i^s .

Now let π: S2n+1(c/4)-*Pn(c) be the Hopf fibering and put M=π(Λtl).
It is a compact connected submanifold of Pn(C) since it is a ^-orbit in Pn(C).
We endow M with the Riemannian metric g induced from that of Pn(c), and
denote by f:(M,g)-*Pn(c) the inclusion. Since the connected subgroup Z
of K generated by RH acts on t>£ by U(V)={εI\ £<ΞC, |£|=1|, we have
π~\M)=M. Therefore we have dim M=n. Thus we are in the position of 1
with m=n.

Theorem 2.1. Let f: (M,g) -*Pn(c) be the isometric imbedding associated to
b = (Dl9 , Ds cl9 , cs) in the above way. Then

1) / is totally real and has the parallel second fundamental form. In par-
ticular, (M,g) is locally symmetric',

2) / is minimal if and only if c{ rdimc Z),— c(n-\- 1) for each iy 1 ̂ i^s
3) The dimension of the Euclidean factor of the locally symmetric space

(M,g) is equal to s — 1
4) (M,g) has no Euclidean factor if and only if s=l and dimc D^2. In
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this case, (M,g) is irreducible and f is minimal]
5) (M,g) is flat if and only if s= n-\-\ and dimc Di=l> i.e., T>{ is the unit

disk, for each i, l^S/^

Proof. We prove first that/ is totally real. Since K acts on Pn(c) as iso-
metric holomorphisms of Pn(c), f is ίΓ-equivariant and M is a jfiΓ-orbit, we need
only to prove the property (1.8) for q=E. By (2.4) the tangent space TEM is
identified with §. Moreover, by (2.3) we have [§,£]=p+, and hence TE$ is

identified with t>+. In particular we have \/ — 1 E=[H,E]^$+, since
Thus, if we put

it is identified with HE(U). Now <*>+, \S~1 1>+>={0} implies <$, %/=!$>
= {0}. We have therefore the required property: <HE(]ti)yJHE(M)y={Q}.

The assertion that σ is parallel is an immediate consequence of Lemma
1.1,5), since NM=J(TM) in our case. The assertion 2) follows from Lemma
1.1,1) and (2.5). The assertions 3),4),5), except for the minimality for / in 4),

follow from the following observations:

(a) the dimension of Euclidean factor of Λf=the one of M — 1;
(b) the dimension of Euclidean factor of M)=l;

(c) the number of irreducible factors of Λ^ί1 lf dlIΏc D' = 2'
lθ if dimcZ)t=l

The minimality o f/ in 4) follows from 2). q.e.d.

3. Classification of totally real submanifolds with parallel second
fundamental form

Let b=(D!,— jD,;^,— ,cβ) and b'=(Dί, ,D{; cί, ,^ί) satisfy condi-
tions (i), (ii) in 2. They are said to be equivalent, denoted by b'— 'b', if s— t
and there exists a permutation p of ^-letters {1,2, •••,$} such that Z)£(ί) is isomor-
phic to DJ and Cp(i)=Ci for each i, l^i^s. The set of all equivalence classes

of b=(Z)1, •••,#/> ^ι> •••>£*) with (i), (ii) will be denoted by 3)^ Let Aut(Pn(c))
denote the group of isometric holomorphisms of Pn(c). It is isomorphic to the

protective unitary group PU(n+l) of degree n-fl in the natural way. We
denote by s&n >c the set of all Aut(PΛ(^))-congruence classes of n-dimensional
complete connected totally real submanifolds M of Pn(c) with parallel second
fundamental form. Then from the naturality of Harish-Chandra imbedding
our correspondence b->M in 2 induces a map <Z)W c->j4Λ c.

Theorem 3.1. 1) The map <0Λ C— ».ί4MC is a bisection.
2) Letf: (M,g)-*Pn(c) be a totally real isometric immersion of an n-dimensional

complete connected Rίemannian manifold (M,g) with parallel second fundamental
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form. Then there exist an n-dimensional complete connected totally real sub-

manifold L\M'^>Pn(c) with parallel second fundamental form and an isometric

covering f':M-*M' such that f=ι°f.

Proof. 1) Surjectivίty: Let M(^Pn(c) be an /z-dimensional complete

connected totally real submanifold with parallel second fundamental form.

We use the notation in 1 with m= n. Then, by Lemma 1.1 M=τr-1(M)C
S2n+1(c/4 ) is complete, connected, with parallel second fundamental form and
not contained in any real hyperplane of Cn+1. Moreover we have π(M)=M.
Thus, by Theorem 4.1 of Takeuchi [10]

x

where each M)c*Sw«*(£,y4), £t>0, is an irreducible symmetric -R-space, Σ;0ι/+£
=2n+2 and 2t 1 /£,•=!/£. Here the group K=I°(JU[) is identified with the
identity component of the group {φ e O(Cn+1) φΛ2r=Λ2Γ} . Since Λ4Γ is invariant
under the subgroup Z= {£/; £<ΞC, \8\ =1} of O(CW+1), Z is a closed sub-
group of K. Let ^> : M-> M be the universal Riemannian covering of M. Then,

by Lemma 1.1,4) M is the Riemannian product Vxβ of maximal integral
submanifolds Ϋandffin M of distributions p~1V(M) &&ap~lH(m), respectively.
Since V is a flat line, it is contained in the Euclidean part of M. Thus, if we
identify Lie/°(Λ2Γ) with a Lie subalgebra of Lie/°(M), LieZ=Lie/°(F) is
contained in the center of Lie/°(Λ2Γ)=Lie^. Therefore Z is contained in the

center of K, which implies that K is a subgroup of the unitary group [7(#+l)
It follows that each irreducible symmetric pair (gt ,f, ) associated to JWi is of
hermitian type. Moreover, each g, has a semi-simple element E{ such that
adEf has just three distinct real eigenvalues. This is the case if and only if
each irreducible symmetric bounded domain D{ associated to (g, , ϊ, ) is of
tube type. Here we have 2dimcZ)ί =wί+ 1, and hence 2; dimcZ),— w+1. There-
for, MdPn(c) is obtained from b=(Z)1, •• ,Z)S; q, •• ,^s) by the construction in
2. This proves the surjectivity of our map.

Injectivity: Let Mc.Pn(c) and M'dPn(c) be associated to b=(Dj, •• ,Z)S;

CD " >cs) an<3 b'=(Z>ί, ••-,!){; c'ι, •• ,^ί)> respectively. Various objects in the con-
struction of M' will be denoted by the same notation as for M but with primes.
Suppose that there exists φ <Ξ Aut(Pn(c)) = PU(n+l) with φM=M'. Then
we have a (7-linear isometry φ: ££->£'£ with respect to < , > and < , >' such
that <}>$[=$[' and ^ induces φ. Then the homomorphism φκ: K=I\lίl)-*
K'—P(M') defined by φκ(k)=φokoφ-1 is an isomorphism. The differential

(&f)*: !->!' of ̂  will be denoted by φf. Moreover, the (7-linear isomorphism
φp: (£,/)— *(£',/') with φ°t=ι'oφy is a linear isometry with respect to S and
-B', and it satisfies

(3.1) φJkX) = ̂ κ(k)(^X) for
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We define an /Z-linear isomorphism Φ: g=f-|-:p-*g'=t'+t>' by Φ=^f+^p.
Then (3.1) implies

(3.2) φ°adX=(adΦX)°Φ for X<=t.

We shall show that Φ is actually a Lie isomorphism. Since (3.2) holds, we
need only to show

(3.3) Φ[X,Y] = [ΦX,ΦY] for

For each Zeϊ we have

B'([ΦX,ΦY], ΦZ) = B'(ΦX,

= B'(ΦX,Φ[Y,Z]) by (3.2)

= B'(φ,X, ^[Y,Z]) = B(X, [Y,Z])

= B([X,Y], Z) = B'(Φ[X,Y], ΦZ} by (3.2) .

This implies (3.3). Now the naturality of Harish-Chandra imbedding implies
b' — 'b'. This proves the injectivity of our map.

2) Construct an isometric immersion /: (M, g)->»S2w+1(£/4) from / in the
same way as in 1. Then, by Lemma 1.1 (M,g) is complete and/ has the parallel
second fundamental form. Thus, by Theorem 4.1 of Takeuchi [10] the image
$'=f(M) is a complete submanifold of S2w+1(^/4) and the map /': ΛΪ->M' in-
duced by / is an isometric covering. Therefore M'=π(M') is an ̂ -dimensional
complete connected submanifold of Pn(c] and the induced map /': M-+M' is
an isometric covering. It is clear that Mr is a totally real submanifold of Pn(c)
with parallel second fundamental form. This completes the proof. q.e.d.

EXAMPLE. Let D be the irreducible symmetric bounded domain of type
(IV) with dimc D=n-\-l, n^2. Then the submanifold MdPn(c) corresponding
to b=(Z); c) is the naturally imbedded real projective τz-space Pw(c/4) with
constant sectional curvature £/4, which is totally geodesic in Pn(c).

We define a convex subset Fn>c of Rn by

For each a^Fn>c we define constants cl9 ,cn+1 with 0<c1^c2^ ^cn+1 by
the relations

(3.4) α,. = llct-llci+l (l^i^n) and Σ, \\c{ = \\c ,

and put

Then, by Theorem 2.1,5) Ml=π(U"a

+l)<^P n(c) is an w-dimensional complete
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connected flat totally real submanifold with parallel second fundamental form.

Let 7n>c denote the set of all Aut(PΛ(^)) -congruence classes of such submani-

folds. Then the correspondence a-*Mn

Λ induces a map FntC->7ntC.

Theorem 3.2. 1) The map FntC-^7nyC is a bijectiσn.
2) An n-dimensiσnal complete connected flat totally real minimal submanifold

of Pn(c) with parallel second fundamental form is unique up to the congruence relative

to the group Aut(Pn(c)), and it is given by Mn

Qc:Pn(c).

Proof. 1) By Theorem 2.1,5) and Theorem 3.1, 7ntC corresponds one to

one to the set of all (#+l)-tuples (cly •• ,^w+ι) with 0<c^c2^ ••• ̂ cn+1 and Σ, \\c{

= l/c. But the latter set corresponds one to one to the set Fn>c by the rela-
tions (3.4).

2) By Theorem 2.1,2), M"ΛC.Pn(c) is minimal if and only if Ci=c(n+l) for

each i, l^i<^n. This is the case if and only if α=0. q.e.d.

REMARK. The norm ||σΛ|| of the second fundamental form σΛ of M*C

Pn(c) is given by

||o-rt||
2={Σ,.c>.-(3«+ 1)4/4.

In particular, we have \\<TQ\\2=n(n—

4. Characterization of a flat totally real surface in PZ(C)

Let/: (M,g) -» (M,g) be an isometric immersion of an n-dimensional Rieman-

nian manifold (M,g) into an (n+ ̂ -dimensional Riemannian manifold (M,g)
with q^l. The inner product and the norm of tensors defined by Riemannian

metrics are denoted by < , > and || ||, respectively. We denote by σ the second

fundamental form of /, and by S% the shape operator of /. They are related

by <SsX,Y>=<σ(X,Y), ξ> for vector fields X,Y on M and a normal vector
field ξ. We define a section & of the bundle End(NM) of endomorphisms of

the normal bundle NM by σ-=σotσt regarding σ as a homomorphism from

TM®TMto NM. Moreover, we define a homomorphism S^ from TM®TM

to End(NM) by S-L(X,Y)ξ=σ(X,StY)-σ(Y,StX) for vector fields X,Y on
M and a normal vector field ξ . Then we have the following

Lemma 4.1 (Simons [8], Chern-do Carmo-Kobayashi [2]). Let p be an

arbitrary point of M. Then we have an inequality

If the equality holds, then either σp=Q or σ^φO, Nl

p(M)=NpM and q^2.

Now assume that (M,g) is a Kahlerian manifold Mm(c) of constant holomor-

phic sectional curvature c with dimc Mm(c)=m, and that / is totally real in the
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sense that (J(TpM), TpMy={0\ for each p&M, where/ denotes the complex
structure tensor of Mm(c). Then we have an orthogonal Whitney sum: NM=
J(TM)®J(TM)^, where J(TM)^~ denotes the orthogonal complement of J(TM)

in NM. We define a homomorphism σ/ from TM®TM to NM by σj(X,Y)
=/(TM)-component of σ(X,Y) with respect to the above decomposition, for

vector fields XyY on M. Let Δ=7V^V*2 denote the Laplacian on NM. Then,
from Simons' formula (Simons [8]) which describes Δσ for a general minimal
isometric immersion, we have the following lemma.

Lemma 4.2. Let f:(M,g)-*Mm(c) be a totally real minimal isometric im-
mersion. Then

(4.1) <Δ<r,σ> = («lkH2+lk/||
ί)c/4-|k||ί-||5-1-||2 .

Proposition 4.3. Let f: (M,g)^>Mm(c), £^0, be a totally real minimal iso-
metric immersion with parallel second fundamental form. Then f is totally geodesic.

Proof. Since V*σ=0, we have by Lemma 4.2

(n||σ||2+||α-/||2)£:/4=|H|2+||S-L||2 with c^O .

This implies <τ=0, and hence σ=0. q.e.d.

Lemma 4.4. Let f: (M,g) -> Mn(c) be a totally real minimal isometric im-

mersion of an n-dimensiσnal Riemannian manifold (M,g). Then
1) We have an inequality

(4.2)

2) If furthermore M is compact, then we have

(4.3)

where vg denotes the Riemannian measure of (M,g).

Proof. 1) Since J(TM)=NM in our case, we have σ/=σ. Thus the

equality (4.1) reduces to <Δσ, σ> = (w+l)^||σ||2/4- ||σ||2- ftS^2. Now (4.2)
follows from Lemma 4.1.

2) Integrating the equality: (l/2)Δ(||σ||2)=<Δσ,σ>+||V*σ||2, we obtain

M JM

Thus (4.2) implies (4.3). q.e.d.

Theorem 4.5. Let f: (M,g)-^>Pn(c), c>0, be a totally real minimal isome-

tric immersion of a compact connected Riemannian manifold (M,g) with dim M=
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n^>2. Suppose that the second fundamental form σ of f satisfies an inequality

\\σ\\2^n(n+\)φ(2n-V)

everywhere on M. Then either f is totally geodesic and it is an isometric covering
to the naturally imbedded real projective n-space in Pn(c), or n=2, \\σ\\2=c!2
(=n(n-\-\)cl^(2n—\)) everywhere on M and f is an isometric covering to the flat

surface MldP2(c) defined in 3 (up to the congruence relative to Aut(Pn(c})}.

Proof. We have

(2-\ln)\\σ\\2-(n+\)φ = (2-l/^){||σ||2-^+iχ/4(2n-l)} ̂ 0

from the assumption. It follows from (4.3) that

\\\σ\\2-n(n+l)c/4(2n~l)}\\σ\\2 = 0

everywhere and that σ is parallel. Assume that / is not totally geodesic. Then
Ikll 2— n(n~\~l)c/4(2n— 1) everywhere, and hence n=2 by Lemma 4.1. Now
we see from Theorem 3.1 that a 2-dimensional complete connected totally
real minimal submanifold M' of P2(c) with parallel second fundamental form is
congruent to Ml unless it is totally geodesic. On the other hand, the second
fundamental form σ0 of Mlc:P2(c) satisfies ||cr0||

2=c/2 (cf. Remark in 3). Thus
we get the theorem. q.e.d.

REMARK. Our MoCP2(c) is nothing but the flat isotropic surface in P2(c]
with parallel second fundamental form constructed in Naitoh [5].
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